Abstract-In view of the issue of internal data in the construction of recommendation system may be leaked by external person. A privacy-preserving recommendation system based on MASK is designed to address it. The system consists of two parts: privacy-preserving subsystem and recommendation subsystem. First, disrupt original data to form new privacy-preserving data according to a certain probability. Second, conduct data mining with the new privacy-preserving data in recommendation subsystem. Third, its mining results will be used to help to make recommendation for users. Experimental results show that it can protect the original data without decreasing the accuracy of recommendation system.
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, data mining of privacy-preserving is a cutting-edge research direction in the field of data mining, which has achieved rich achievement in many research fields, such as analysis of outliers, association rules, decision tree, clustering and so on [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . However, in practice application, only a small amount of typical mining problems of privacy-data have been used to summarize out some relative meaningful basic tools [6, 7] .
The main content of this study is privacy protection in recommendation system. Existing privacy-preserving recommendation systems concern and protect most of customer's personal information, for example, customer's personal browse and search information in local client (such as Cookies) [8, 9, 10] . Nevertheless, their contribution to the solution of the privacy-leaking problems associated with external personnel has proved to be limited when external personnel participating in the construction of recommendation system takes charge of data processing. Assuming that the data processing module in a company's recommendation system is performed by external personnel A, then A can get the original history information of customers directly or through some certain experiments [11] . If the implied knowledge of these raw data (e.g. behavior characteristics of high-quality customers or other rules) be illegally obtained by person with ulterior motives, it will seriously affect the enterprise's core competitiveness.
In view of the possible privacy-preserving problems, a privacy-preserving recommendation system based on MASK algorithm is designed and implemented to handle these issues in this paper, the characteristics of the system mainly as follows:
1) Adopting mining algorithm of privacy-preserving data to protect users' history information, so it is difficult to obtain the real data even the crimes know the technology of the recommendation system.
2) The parameters of privacy-preserving are not decided independently by human, within the scope of artificial, it is determined by program calculation that choose the optimum parameter values to suitable for the current data which increase system's intelligence.
3) Ask no hard requirements for the storage form and attribute characteristics of real data. All these can be directly dealt by the application of current system. 4) Through mining users' history data, a knowledge base based on users' history information is set up to provide a credible environment for the reliability of recommendation system. Meanwhile, it reduces the load and response delay time of recommendation system since the mining part is performed offline.
II. BACKGROUNDS
MASK (Mining Associations with Secrecy Konstraints) algorithm is a classic mining algorithm of association privacy-preserving data put forward by Indian scholars Rizvi [12, 13] , which is able to maintain highly privacy and obtain accurate mining results at the same time.
MASK algorithm is based on random transformation technology that its mining dataset is formed by real dataset through probability transformation. And the 
2) Selection for the optimum parameter
After data normalization, select an optimum parameter P as the perturbation probability for next-step data. Firstly, conduct repeatedly random subsampling with the datasets that needed to be protected, then simulate experiments with data obtained from subsampling processing, find out an optimum perturbation probability P promising a highly protection for private data as well as making protected-data relatively similar with original data. To simplify the procedure, the range of P is (0.5, 1), because, by means of 0-1 probability distribution, p produces the same utility as that of 1-P in the process of perturbing data. (This conclusion has been proved in literature [11] ).
There are two standards for evaluating parameter in this module:
(1) mean absolute error MAE (P) of similarity among items before and after data perturbation MAE (P) is a standard for evaluating the difference between original data and new perturbed-data, and the value of MAE (P) is the smaller the better. Computation formula of MAE (P) is as (1), , is the real similarity of item i and item j,
, is the similarity of item i and item j after being perturbed. m is data items.
(2) protection degree P (P) of data P (P) represents the protection degree of privacy data information, the greater the value of P (P), the higher level protection for data, it means the lower probability of data to be remade. The calculation method of P (P) as (2), R (P) is original data probability that reconstructed by protected data. is the percentage weight of privacy of 1 and 0, it is the average support of item, and respectively represent the probability of 1 and 0 that can be reconstructed by protected data.
In recommendation system, choose P making (P) / MAE (P) maximum as the optimal parameter, because such chosen parameter in privacy-preserving subsystem can make private data been protected as highly as possible and the new data obtained after data perturbation as similar as original data.
3) Data perturbation
In data perturbation module, parameter P chosen from last module is used for probability perturbation of original data. The benchmark of data perturbation is:
is a random variable, 0 1 , is the variable after is perturbed. is the supplement of disturbing factor , the probability of conforms to 0-1 probability distribution, its distribution probability can be expressed as (6) .
According to the characteristics of 0-1 distribution, the probability of each dataitem X keeping its original value is P. 1 , 0 1 (6)
C. Recommendation Subsystem
Recommendation subsystem is the core part of this system, made up by data-mining module and selection module of recommendation results. It is mainly responsible for mining new data and choosing a corresponding recommendation list for each one of users according to the characteristics and results after data mining.
1) Data mining module
Compared with traditional data mining module of recommendation system, recommendation system designed in this paper allows external personnel to participate in and ensures no leakage of private data. Because data handled in data mining part is not the real data, it is the new data generated after the real data was perturbed. Three main tasks in this module: refactoring support of real itemsets, calculate similarity among itemsets, statistics similar items of each itemset.
(1) refactoring support of the real itemsets In consideration of using perturbed-data in recommendation system, it needs to re-estimate the support of real frequent itemsets, and we use the method of MASK algorithm. Assuming T is the corresponding matrix of real datasets, matrix T is deformed to matrix D, its probability of deformation is p. The counts of 1 and 0 in column i of T is and , the counts of 1 and 0 in column i of D is and . According to 0-1 probability distribution [17, 18] . Equations as follows:
Solve out the equations, support of 1 -itemsets in real data can be estimated by matrix D. Similarly, the real support of n -itemsets can be estimated using the same calculation, the only difference is that M is an 2 n * 2 n matrix, and are both the 2 n * 1 matrixes [15] . Due to the support of n -itemsets calculated in MASK algorithm is 2 n -order, we used an improved algorithm of MASK in this system [19] , the calculation method of inverse matrix M as follows:
(2) calculate the similarity among itemsets Data sparsity is serious in actual e-commerce that contributed greatly to the influence of zero transaction calculating similarity. The more the number of zero transaction, the greater likelihood of the weight of popular products be enlarged and the less true of calculating similarity among itemsets that will be affecting the accuracy of recommendation. In order to prevent the influence of zero transaction in the historical information, we choose cosine measure that without been affected by zero transaction to calculate the similarity among itemsets. The specific calculation formula as (11),
is the times of A and B occurs at the same time. 
(3) statistics similar items of each itemset For the convenience of selecting recommendation results, similar-items of each one of items in this module will be put in order. Arrange similar-items of each item by descending order respectively according to similarity (sim) count and support (sup) count. The result form after ranking as follows: Item\t Item1, sim, sup; Item2, sim, sup; Item3, sim, sup…
2) Selection module of recommendation result
Users are the processing object in this module. For each user, get its I-itemsets of history data, then get all corresponding similar-items of each one of items in I-itemsets, and arrange them by descending order according to the count of similarity, support, choose the first N items which not in I-itemsets as recommendation results, that is the recommendation list of each user.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
We test the effectiveness of the framework of privacy-preserving recommendation system from two aspects with three different groups of datasets. First test the optimum perturbation parameters obtained by program whether can increase privacy degree in the case of ensuring a highly recommendation precision as far as possible or not, then test the recommendation accuracy of system.
A. Experimental Data

1) EachMovie dataset
EachMovie dataset is a dedicated database of the research system center of Digital Equipment Corporation, which acquired from the internet of Digital Equipment Corporation. EachMovie dataset collecting from 18 months data, evaluation information of 1628 movies from 72916 users, evaluation data using discrete type is graded to (0, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10) . Experimental data used in this paper is the evaluation data of 300 films from 450 users selected randomly from above dataset, and reserves only the films with its evaluation level ≥ 4.
2) MovieLens dataset
MovieLens dataset is from GroupLens project team of Minnesota University who developed MovieLens to be an investigative recommendation system based on Web to receive marks of films from users and provide corresponding recommendation list of films for users. MovieLens dataset contains 100000 score data of 1682 films from 943 users, each of these users scores at least 20 films. In this dataset, there are 19 categories of all the films, 20 feature attributes sorted out of 1682 movies as the attribute tables.
3) Microblog users' data
Microblog users' data is a kind of open source data, Experimental data in this study includes 60000 users' data of a microblogging site, the data about each user includes user id, name, province, city, registered time, data collection time, gender, whether the authenticated user or not, friends number, fans number, the number of published microblog, etc.
B. Result and Analysis 1) Experiment of the effect of optimum perturbation parameter
Data perturbation parameter is the key of recommendation system, if the parameter is too much small, the protection level of data privacy will be too low to reach the purpose of privacy protection, while, too larger parameter the cost of reducing result accuracy of recommendation to guarantee the protection level of privacy, so it is very important to select a perturbation parameter just right.
In order to examine the effect of automatic-selection part of data perturbation parameter, we use 0.5, 0.8, and 0.95 as the perturbation parameters for experiment and compare the results with that of automatic-selection parameters. Figure 3 As can be seen from figure 3, program can select different optimum perturbation parameter P according to the characteristics of data in different datasets. Vertical axis represents the number of users and horizontal axis represents its corresponding recommendation accuracy. For figure (a) , when the number of users is about 100, recommendation precision of perturbation parameter selected by program reaches almost 75 percent, for figure (b), when the number of users is about 250, recommendation precision of perturbation parameter selected by program reaches almost 80 percent, for figure (c), when the number of users is about 15000, recommendation precision of perturbation parameter selected by program reaches almost 90 percent. Compared with other perturbation parameters provided in the experiment, it is obvious that, perturbation parameter selected by program is prioritized as the optimal parameter. As previously mentioned, such chosen parameter in privacy-preserving subsystem can make private data been protected as highly as possible and the new data obtained after data perturbation as similar as original data. Above experiments with different datasets have shown that optimum perturbation parameters selected by program made recommendation precision of experiments highest.
2) Contrast experiments of recommendation precision
Above experimental results show, the program designed for optimum perturbation parameter is able to select reasonable perturbation parameter. However, a good perturbation parameter does not represent the recommendation effect of recommendation system. Evaluation measurements of recommendation precision mainly include methods of statistic accuracy and methods of decision support accuracy. We adopt MAE (Mean Absolute Error), one of the methods of statistical accuracy as the measure of recommendation precision. For each user, statistics the counts of same-itemsets of recommendation results from privacy-preserving system and traditional recommendation system, then the value of MAE is the probability of the counts of same-itemsets in recommendation results. Therefore, the value of MAE is the larger the better.
We take users of three groups of datasets as the experimental data. Choose thirty most likely films as a recommendation list for each user of first group and second group and choose thirty most likely friends having the same interests with each user as a friend recommendation list for the third group. We compare the probability of same-items in recommendation list of each user at the situation of adding protection strategy and without protection strategy.
The characters of two recommendation systems in contrast experiment as shown in table 1. From table 1, the difference between two recommendation systems is due solely to using different data mining algorithms, traditional recommendation system takes Apriori algorithm as the core algorithm of data mining, while privacy-preserving recommendation system uses MASK algorithm as the core algorithm of data mining. Actually, MASK algorithm is an algorithm adding privacy protection strategy on that basic of Apriori algorithm. All processing methods of datasets of both algorithms are almost the same. Now therefore, their results of contrast experiment have a certain reference value. Experimental hypothesis of recommendation results of traditional recommendation system based on Apriori are true, for each user, statistics the counts of same-itemsets of recommendation results from privacy-preserving system and traditional recommendation system, the value of MAE is the probability of the counts of same-itemsets in recommendation results. Measure formula for recommendation precision is as (12) . A, B respectively represents the recommendation list provided by two recommendation systems for user in contrast experiment, _ , statistic the counts of same recommendation items from two lists.
Statistical distributions of experiment results after contrasting experiment with three groups of different datasets are shown as figure 4. As can be seen from figure 4 that vertical axis shows the number of users and horizontal axis gives its corresponding recommendation accuracy, that is, the value of MAE. For figure (a) , when the number of users is about 100, the value of MAE is almost 75 percent, for figure (b), when the number of users is about 250, the value of MAE is almost 80 percent, for figure (c), when the number of users is about 15000, the value of MAE is almost 90 percent. From the perspective of similarity of recommendation system, the recommendation accuracy provided by privacy-preserving recommendation system remains almost above 80%, namely at least average 24 items are the same in 30 recommended items. Furthermore, considerate comprehensively from the perspectives of similarity and diversity of recommendation system, privacy-preserving recommendation system is of a significant reference value for later research.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, privacy-preserving recommendation system utilizes distributed processing environment to meet the need of huge amounts of data in existing environment, and the data processing is an offline processing that reducing access time of online, that is, system meets the need of timely response of online, in other words, the recommendation system is feasible in principle. Experiments on three groups of different datasets show, recommendation system designed in this paper has a reference value in practical application. However, the limitations of MASK algorithm make system still a lot to be improved, for instance, the problem of increasing accuracy of recommendation results, cold-boot problem in recommendation results , the mark problem when users take historical data to forecast the score of itemsets, etc. All these problems are the next-step research focus.
